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Mission Statement
Outley Elementary, in partnership with parents and community members, will provide students an excellent education by providing quality instruction and

challenging learning experiences in a safe and orderly environment, which will foster life-long learning and responsible citizenship.

Vision
The Alief Independent School District, in collaboration with parents and community,

will provide an exemplary education for all students in a safe environment.
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Comprehensive Needs Assessment

Demographics

Demographics Summary

Demographics Strengths

Hispanic – 25%

American Indian/Alaskan Native – 12%

Asian – 14%

Black/African American – 54%

Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander – 1%

White – 25%

Economically Disadvantaged – 65.5%

The students at Outley elementary are very diverse. Our Staff matches the diversity or our students as well. Our stakeholders speak multiple languages and
come from many countries. We celebreate our diverse demographic throughout the year including our multicultural festival. We try to provide opportunities
to our high number of economically disadvantaged students who may not get these opportunities elsewhere. We also offer extra support to our high ELL
population and help to parents in our FAME center. We have a Community in Schools program to help with families in need.

Problem Statements Identifying Demographics Needs

Problem Statement 1: Outley had lower academic achievement in the sub-populations of White, Hispanic, and Asian that in previous years. Root Cause:
Our enrollment has increase in these demographic areas. The state standards have changed and now more of these demographic areas are counting towards
our accountability measures. Outley was not monitoring interventions directed towards these sub-populations.
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Student Academic Achievement

Student Academic Achievement Summary

Student Academic Achievement Strengths

18% of all students met masters on writing STAAR.

34% of all students met masters on math STAAR.

32% of all students met masters on Reading STAAR.

2018-2019 STAAR data

Outley is one of the highest achieving elementary schools in the district. Each year we recieve distinctions in multiple domains. Our Telpas datat is
increasing in our primary grade levels with the implementation of SIOP strategies into our curriculum. Outley has the AIMS program which is directed
towards Gifted and Talented students from the district. Outley also offeres in class support to students with special needs or 504 accomodations. Outley has
a minimal number of students that are retained due to low academic results. Outley received a B- report in academic achievement. This was one of the
highest ratings for an elementary school in Alief. Students do well in participating in competition activities (i.e. Spelling Bee, AMMO, battle of the books,
etc. )

Problem Statements Identifying Student Academic Achievement Needs

Problem Statement 1: Outley did not earn its distinction in academic growth. Root Cause: We do not frequently follow up on how data is being used and
applied in the classroom. Students with declining or stagnant academic achievement were not targeted early enough and given multiple opportunities for
intervention.
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School Processes & Programs

School Processes & Programs Summary

School Processes & Programs Strengths

Outley offers multiple opportunities for staff to participate in PD and also facilitate PD. Students have been offered different enrichment opportunities
throughout the school day. Outley has an SDC that meets monthly as well as an Instructional Leadership team that meets weekly to discuss the needs of our
campus. Communication of school items is provided to staff weekly though a Smore. Our school calendar is located through Schoology and gives real time
updates. Outley offers tutorials and clubs to students to offer intervention both academically and social emotionally. Outley is integrating technology into
classrooms through iPads and Prometheum boards.

Problem Statements Identifying School Processes & Programs Needs

Problem Statement 1: Outley filled more than 10% of classroom teachers from 2018-2019. Root Cause: The expectations of teachers is growing. Our
enrollment is increasing so the need for teachers is increasing with it. Outley has a high mobility rate making closing the achievement gaps harder. This may
contribute to behavior as classrooms may be inconsistent with students. All of these can be stressful to a teacher causing them to leave the profession or
seek employment elsewhere.
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Perceptions

Perceptions Summary

Perceptions Strengths

The number of behavior incidents have decreased on the bus and throughout the common areas of the school. Outley provides afterschool clubs to 4th
graders in need of social and emotional opportunities. Outley practices safety drills including, fire, severe weather, and lock down drills. For safety of the
school, staff wear ID badges and use key cards to get throughout the building. Students also are chosen to be safety monitors to help with arrival in the
morning. Staff members are trained on bullying and CPS notification procedues throughout the year. Outley's FAME center has increased attendance
gradually over the past year. Families are invited to participate in dance night, fall festivals, and even academic activities. Outley FAME center also recruits
parent volunteers to help within the building during the school day. Many staff member's children attend Outley as students.

Problem Statements Identifying Perceptions Needs

Problem Statement 1: The number of parents attend curriculum nights is lower than that of other family events. Root Cause: Communication of these
events is not always given in a timely manner. The date of the event is not always taken into consideration when planning. The perception of academic night
may not be as inviting for families to attend as other family nights.
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